Questionnaire for Election Platform Sheet

We strongly encourage you to type out the questions and your answers so that we can read what you have written when we transfer it into the template. If you would like an electronic format please email Austin Folnagy at aafolnagy@nic.edu. If possible email a completed electronic format, along with your hard copy.

Name ___________________________ Major __________________

Phone Number(s) ____________________________

Circle the position to which you plan to run.

Senator
Vice President (Available Spring Only)
President (Available Spring Only)

Tell about yourself (limit 140 words, paragraph form):

List your qualifications (limit ten single sentence bullets):

1. _____________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________
5. _____________________________________________
6. _____________________________________________
7. _____________________________________________
8. _____________________________________________
9. _____________________________________________
10. _____________________________________________

List your goals as an ASNIC Officer (limit ten single sentence bullets):

1. _____________________________________________
Your favorite quote (limit 50 words):

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Q&A (60 word limit on answers):

Q. Why should you be (position)?
A.________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Q. What’s more important to you--character or reputation?
A.________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________